Tentative Agenda

THURS JULY 19
7:00 AM  Meet in lobby of conference hotel; Travel to Reed
8:00-8:30 Opening remarks and light breakfast
8:30-10:00 Designing Curricula and Active Learning Strategies and Assessments with breakout discussion sections
10:00-10:30 Coffee Break
10:30 - 12:00 Understanding Unconscious Bias
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch
13:00 - 14:30 Introduction to Model Organisms I (sign-up during lunch)
14:45 - 15:15 Coffee Break
15:30 - 17:00 Introduction to Model Organisms II (sign-up during lunch)
17:00 - 18:00 Small group discussion and sharing with large group on mentoring and being mentored
18:30 - 20:00 Dinner
20:00 - Optional Reed College Canyon walk; Return to conference hotel

FRI JULY 20
7:00 AM  Meet in lobby of conference hotel; Travel to Reed
8:00 - 8:30 Opening remarks and light breakfast
8:30 - 10:00 Funding your research - grant writing and finding sources of money
10:00 - 10:30 Coffee Break
10:30 - 12:00 Communicating your science (one aspect of broader impacts)
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch and program evaluation